In conjunction with the construction of the Eccles Theater, the RDA Board authorized the issue of tax increment revenue bonds to fund the reconstruction of the adjacent Regent Street, including its enhancement and activation through public art.

Selected through a public Call for Artists, Ned Kahn created a design to cover the north facade of the Walker Center parking garage. Entitled "Pages of Salt," the project utilizes vertical swaths of flapped, reflective, low-maintenance, weather-resistant fabric to capture light and flutter with the changing air currents.

**VISION**

**ENHANCE VITALITY OF STREET AS GATHERING PLACE AND CULTURAL CORE**

In conjunction with the construction of the Eccles Theater, the RDA Board authorized the issue of tax increment revenue bonds to fund the reconstruction of the adjacent Regent Street, including its enhancement and activation through public art.

Selected through a public Call for Artists, Ned Kahn created a design to cover the north facade of the Walker Center parking garage. Entitled "Pages of Salt," the project utilizes vertical swaths of flapped, reflective, low-maintenance, weather-resistant fabric to capture light and flutter with the changing air currents.

**DETAILS**

**ADDRESS**
170 Regent Street (approximately)

**LOCATION**
North side of Walker Center parking garage

**RDA PROJECT AREA**
Block 70

**RDA INVESTMENT**
$2.2 million (bonds)

**PROJECT PARTNER**
Salt Lake City Arts Council
MILESTONES

- RFQ RELEASE / Q1 2018
- DESIGN PROPOSAL / Q3 2018
- ARTIST COMMISSION / Q4 2018
- FINAL DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
- ENGINEERING
- FABRICATION
- INSTALLATION